The Poznań Society for the Advancement of Arts and Sciences, This article provides an account of the functional range of Kamas valency operators. Kamas is an extinct South Siberian language of the Samoyed branch of Uralic, which was in close contact with Turkic for many centuries. In the early 20 th century, Kamas had two valency operators: (i) -Tə derived transitive from intransitive verbs as well as causative from transitive verbs; and (ii) -Ō derived intransitive from transitive verbs; in addition the intransitivizer, probably departing from pairs like edə-'hang up (tr.)' > ed-ȫ-'hang (itr.)', had acquired the function of specifying imperfective state-of-affairs, e.g. iʔbə-'lie down, lie' > iʔb-ȫ-'lie'. The two markers may occur in combination in the order "increase-decrease" (-T-Ō), but not vice versa. While on the one hand the valency operators may be understood as verb derivation morphemes proper, i.e. verbs derived with the suffixes -Tə-and -Ō-are considered new lexical entries, their functional range also covers combinations with participles otherwise unspecified for voice. The valency decreaser -Ō occurs with participles of transitive verbs in order to specify P-orientation. The valency increaser -Tə has a variety of causative readings, among them causative-reflexive, causative-permissive, and causative-instrumental, and it also qualifies as a marker of control and/or characterizing activity. The discussion in this article is focused mainly on classificational issues.
Introduction

Kamas
Kamas belongs to the Selkup-Kamas sub-branch of Samoyed, and Samoyed is a branch of Uralic. Kamas was spoken in South Siberia, on the northern slopes of the East Sayan ridge, along the rivers Kan, Mana, Mina, and others. It was documented mainly between the mid-19 th and early 20 th century, when the village of Abalakovo was visited by A. M. Castrén in 1847 and by K. Donner in 1912 and 1914 . Lexical documentation had however already been started in the 18th century. After World War I the speech community shifted to Russian, and in the late 1960s and early 1970s, A. Künnap documented the Kamas spoken by rememberers; the last speaker died in 1989.
The Sayan Samoyed population had been exposed to Turkic assimilation until the second half of the 19 th century, and the name Kamas referred not only to Samoyed, but also to Turkic groups (see Pritsak 1959) . Turkic influence seized after Russian had become the dominant language in the area. The documented language of the rememberers after the shift from Kamas to Russian shows strong Russian influence and differs considerably from that of the pre-shift period.
Kamas is an SOV language, agglutinative with vowel harmony, and converbal syntax. It kept the Samoyed features of the dual number, agreement of 3rd person objects, and a negation verb. Besides number, other nominal inflectional categories are case and person (possessive suffixes). The verb complex includes two derivational slots after the stem: the first one contains inherited suffixes with different functions, the second slot contains aspect suffixes grammaticalized from auxiliary verb constructions (see Klumpp 2005) . The derivation slots are followed by tense/mood markers, or by non-finites (infinitive, participles, converb); person markers follow the tense/mood markers. Intransitive subjects (S) and transitive subjects (A) go unmarked, direct objects (O) are unmarked when new, but when given in the accusative case, indirect objects are in the lative case. Given direct objects agree on the verb where this is morphologically possible. For descriptive grammars see , Künnap (1999) , or Klumpp (2002) on the verb system.
For the present paper only the pre-shift documents were considered; examples come from the texts and the glossary in the Kamassisches Wörterbuch , partly corrected on the base of Donner's unpublished manuscripts, as well as from a digitalized part of Donner's phonograph recordings (see Klumpp 2013) . A couple of examples were taken from the older sources Spasskij (1806) and Castrén (1847).
Productive operators in the valency slot
Late pre-shift Kamas had a valency slot, situated between the simple, or non-productively derived verb stem to the left, and an aktionsart slot with suffixes recently grammaticalized from auxiliary constructions to the right (see Klumpp 2002 Klumpp , 2005 for details), e.g. (1).
(1) nüke-l t'ăgar-ō-lām-bi wife-2sg stab-intr:refl-res-pst 'your wife has stabbed herself' [Ph.8: 103] The valency slot had two productive operators: (i) the argument place decreasing suffix -Ō, with its vowel-harmonic variants -ō and -ȫ; and (ii) the argument place increasing suffix -Tə, with the allomorphs -tə after voiceless consonants, -də after voiced consonants, and -t after full vowels. Both suffixes are of Proto-Uralic origin, the source of the intransitivizer -Ō is a deverbal reflexive formation with the Proto-Uralic marker *β (Lehtisalo 1936: 38-42) , and the transitivizer -Tə originates from the Proto-Uralic causative morpheme *t (Lehtisalo 1936: 294-301) . Both operators are considered produc-tive because they occur with stems which had been borrowed fairly recently from Turkic; e.g. the causative formation ťazər-də-'make cure' is derived from a base verb ťazər-'cure, repair', which was borrowed from Sayan Turkic (cf. Qoybal ťazīr 'prepare, repair etc. ', Joki 1952: 353) .
Kamas had no alternative intransitivizers, but some older, non-productive transitivizers, e.g. -l as in šăʔbdǝ-l-'hide (tr.)' from šăʔbdǝ-'hide (itr.)', or tüšǝ-l-'teach' from tüšǝ-'learn, get used to', or -r as in mĭnzə-r-'make boil' from mĭnzə(-)l-'boil'; both suffixes function productively in the Kamas sister language Selkup (for Southern Selkup see Kuznecova 1995: 53, 49) . In addition to valency derivation, the resultative-perfective aktionsart formation of transitive verbs may enforce a transitive reading when applied to an intransitive verb, e.g. (2). The source of the resultative aktionsart suffix is an auxiliary baʔbdǝ-'throw'.
(2)
mal-ǝʔi-m tuno-laʔbdǝ-bi. cattle-pl-acc gallop-res:tr-pst 'he made the cattle gallop ' (KW: 97 [9.55]) As the data suggest, the two productive valency operators seem to be subject to constraints on suffix order. First, they never occur recursively (*-Ō-Ō, *-Tə-Tə). Second, they occur only in the combination "increase-decrease", i.e. -T-Ō as e.g. in (3c), but not vice versa. For the same constraint in Turkish, Haig (2000: 232) assumed a morphological rather than a semantic motivation. The same may hold for Kamas. Productive employment of valency morphology -or, depending on the tradition, voice, diathesis, or "genus verbi" morphology -is also characteristic of other languages of the area as reported e.g. for Xakas Turkic by Anderson (1998: 48) , and for Mongolic by Janhunen (2012: 147) ; also the Yeniseic "version" in Kott (Castrén 1858; Werner 1997: 109-116 ) may be mentioned here. Differently from Kamas, Southern Selkup is reported to have more than just a few ambitransitive (Nichols et al. 2004: 153) , or "neutral" verbs, as e.g. e̮ tti̮ gu 'hang; hang up' (Kuznecova 1995: 41) . A comparative areal study would be welcome in the future.
The structure of the paper is as follows. Section 2 inspects the functions of the valency decreasing operator -Ō, and Section 3 the functions of the valency increasing operator -Tə. In both sections, combinations of the operators with attributive participles are discussed separately. The aim of the contribution is to give a concise account of the valency operators of Kamas, and to identify and classify their diverse readings as attested in the sources. In Section 4 the results are summarized.
Functions of valency decreasing -Ō
2.1. Anticausative, antipassive, passive, object suppressive, reflexive, and reciprocal verb formation
The general function of the morpheme is to intransitivize transitive verbs, i.e. to decrease a verb's argument places from two (A-O) to one (S) .
1 This basic function has several different readings, depending on the semantics of the particular verb and the (morphological) context. An anticausative (or decausative) reading comes about where the S of the derived intransitive verb corresponds to an O of the transitive source verb, as e.g. in ardadər-ō-'perish, go bad' from ardadər-'spoil, damage' (KW:6a), ed-ȫ-'hang (itr.), dangle' from edə-'hang (up)' (KW: 17a), šüʔd-ȫ-'wake up (itr.)' from šüʔdə-r-'wake up (tr.)' (KW:66a), or with transitive and intransitive 'gather' in (4a) compared to (4b). If the S of the derived intransitive verb corresponds to the A of the transitive source verb, an antipassive reading comes about (see the criteria by Dixon & Aikhenvald 2000: 9) . The action performed by an A of toʔ(bdǝ)-'hit' as in (5a) involves a hand, fist, or an instrument (in case of (5a) this is a piece of wood). The action performed by the S of derived toʔbdō-'strike against, bump into' -in (5b) with an animate S referent, and in (5c) with an inanimate S referent -does not involve any instrument, it is the S itself that gets involved in a (figurative) bumping event. The semantic relationship between the two verbs reminds one of the German schlagen 'hit' : anschlagen 'bump into sth', or Turkish at-'throw' : atıl-'jump at' (Haig 2000: 220) . (5) a. koʔbdo-bǝ ulu-ttǝ toʔ-luʔ-bi. girl-acc3sg head-abl3sg hit-mom-pst 'she hit her daughter on her head ' (KW: 197 [M.44] Correspondence of S of the derived intransitive verb to an O of the transitive source verb is characteristic not only for the anticausative, but also for the passive reading. The passive reading shows most clearly in a rarely attested construction, where the operator appears together with the predicative participle in -mA, as in (6b). This construction has a resultative passive meaning. However, a passive reading is also found in the verb 'burn', which is an old derivation of 'eat' (burn = being eaten by fire). The original passive relationship shows in (7a), where the S of the burning event, the house, is "eaten up" by a fire. In (7b) however, where the S of burn is the fire itself, the passive relationship does not hold, and the reading of the formation in -Ō is one in terms of object suppression. Finally, a passive reading is lexicalized in the verb 'be bored' in (8b), which is derived from the transitive verb 'tie', as in (8a). There is no transitive backward formation 'bore somebody', which would be operated by the transitivizer -Tə, probably because such a formation would violate the constraint on suffix order (see above §1.2). Instead, as in (8c), we find the intransitive formation with a maleficent argument expressed as an indirect object.
a. so-nǝ sar-bi-jəʔ raft-lat tie-pst-3pl 'they tied (them) onto the raft' (KW: 91 [6.4]) b. sar-ō-la-m bind-intr:pass-fut-1sg 'I'll be bored (lit.: I'll be tied up)' (KW: 57b)
c. tăn măna sar-ō-lām-bia-l you me.obl bind-intr:pass-res-pst-2sg 'you bore me (lit.: you've been tied up on me) ' (KW: 57b) Where the S of the derived verb is identical to the A and to the O of the source verb, a reflexive reading comes about. This is the case in (9b) and (10b). Alternatively, an explicitly reflexive construal consists of the reduplicated reflexive pronoun bospos-'self' and the underived verb, as in (10a). However, reflexivity may also be completely implicit, i.e. an underived verb may also have a reflexive reading, e.g. edǝʔ 'hang (yourself) up!' in (9b).
5 The reason for tolerating this ambiguity is probably that the derived verb ed-ȫ-'hang, dangle' is already booked for a non-transformative meaning, which would mean that aspectual properties rule over valency properties. Another case of implicit reflexivity shows in the causative-reflexive reading of the transitivizer -Tǝ in §3.2 below. (9) a. Finally, for a reciprocal reading of the intransitivizer -Ō, a non-singular subject is required. This may be either a dual subject as in (11), a plural subject as in (12b), or an additive subject as in (12c). (11) müjö-źəʔ ńeʔbdə-r-ȫ-žə-bəj finger-ins pull-frq-intr:recp-opt-1du 'let's the two of us fingerwrestle!' (KW: 48a) (12) a. men tažǝ-m time-t-śǝʔ ťabər-ja-t dog squirrel-acc tooth-3sg-ins seize-prs-oagr:3sg 'the dog seizes the squirrel with its teeth' (KW: 15a)
cling-pst dem boy-lat then seize-intr:recp-pst-3pl 'She jumped and clung to the boy. Then they wrestled. 
Ambiguity of readings
As seen in §2.1, readings of the valency decreasing operator are fairly rich and varied. More than once they are ambiguous. The anticausative reading is not always distinguishable from the passive reading, so e.g. in (13b) both readings are, in principal, in place: the anticausative reading 'knife is sticking' is felicitous if observers simply state the fact that a knife is sticking in the heart of the dead person. The knife, however, arrived there in an act of stabbing, which was told earlier in the story (13a). Stressing the fact, that the knife had been stabbed, it is the passive reading which would be more felicitous. The present tense is possibly decisive here as it points rather to the anticausative reading, whereas a present passive reading 'is being stabbed' (at the time of observation) would not be felicitous. By contrast, in the riddle question in (14), the resultative past tense of sĭkt-ȫ-'get strangled, get hanged' (from sĭktə-'strangle, choke'), allows for a felicitous passive proper reading ('was hanged'). With an animate subject, however, a reflexive reading 'hanged itself' would also possible. 
The operator -Ō in combination with the participle in -NTA
The domain of the participle in -NTA, with its variants -na/-ne after vowels, -da/-de after voiced consonants, and -ta/-te after voiceless consonants, is the attributive (verbal adjective) function. In older Kamas varieties, when suffixed to a transitive verb, the participle could function with P-orientation, i.e. as a passive participle, as in the 19 th century record in (16a). However, in 20 th century Kamas, P-orientation seems to be generally marked by the operator -Ō in front of the participle, whereas the neutral form triggers A-orientation as in (16b). The resulting complex passive participle in -ŌnA is illustrated in (17a, b) , and (18b); in (17a) it appears with the primary transitive verb 'eat', and in (17b) with the derived transitive verb arəm-də-'clean' (from arəm-'become clean'); (18a, b) illustrate the assumed opposition of the simple and the complex participle with an intransitive and its derived transitive verb: (18a) is S-oriented (the cauldron broke without an A), but (18b) is P-oriented (the sledge was broken by an A). (16) Despite the P-orientation as in the above examples (17b) and (18b), the participle formation with -Ō cannot be classified as a passive participle proper. For formations like (19a, b), a segmentation in terms of "anticausative derivation + participle" seems more appropriate than an actual passive participle reading. Perhaps for (19a) ńeŋnȫ-'melt (itr.); be melted', a passive reading (with the sun as A) would still be possible, but for (19b) păjdō-'twine, twist; be twined, twisted' it rather is not: the twiner plant is not twined around a tree by any force but its own. Thus, the participle functions with S orientation and we deal with polysemy: the morpheme sequence {-Ō-nA} may be analysed either as a complex passive participle -ŌnA, or as the participle of an intransitivized verb -Ō + -nA.
(19) a. e-ne ńeŋn-ȫ-ne sĭre neg-ptcp melt-intr:antic-ptcp snow 'everlasting (lit.: not melting) snow' (KW: 48a) b. pa-nə păjd-ō-na noʔ tree-lat twine-intr:antic/refl-ptcp grass 'twiner (lit.: grass which twines to tree) ' (KW: 51b) The view that the operator -Ō is an independent segment preceding the participle receives further support by the examples with the verb ńeʔ(bdǝ)-'pull, tear' in (20) and (21). The a-examples illustrate the use of the underived transitive verb with direct objects.
7 While the participle formation in (20b) has P-orientation, the morphologically identical formation in (21b) shows S-orientation. While the first one is a passive participle, the second one can be called an object suppressive participle (see also footnote 3). In any case, it is the operator -Ō which brings in the passive or the object suppressive meaning, in the same way as it also produces the different readings in formation with finite verb forms. The glossings in (20b) and (21b) leave it undecided as to which analysis should be given preference. (20) 
Non-productive imperfective verb formation
Concluding this overview of the functions of the intransitive operator -Ō, an old, most likely non-productive function needs also to be mentioned, namely the specification of imperfective verbs. This aspectual function is attested with initio-transformative verbs such as iʔbə-'lie down, lie' : iʔb-ȫ-'lie', ťabə-'seize' : ťab-ō-'hold', ťüržə-'get lost, loose one's way' : ťürž-ȫ-'stray', or tĭmnə-'learn' : tĭmn-ȫ-'know'. Note that this function allows for transitive predication as in (22).
hold-impf-prs:dur-oagr:3sg 'she's holding her sheep ' (KW: 95 [8.93]) The function of specifying imperfective meaning probably started from pairs like edə-'hang (up)': ed-ȫ-'hang, dangle', where the transitive member has a default perfective (transformative) and the intransitive member an imperfective (non-transformative) reading.
It cannot be excluded that this function was originally expressed by a different suffix that merged with the intransitivizer. The correlation of imperfective and intransitive compared to perfective and transitive, however, is also found in Southern Selkup deverbal derivation (Kuznecova 1995: 44) , and in a cross-linguistic perspective, aspect is reported to interact with valency orientation (see e.g. Nichols et al. 2004: 184) .
Functions of valency increasing -Tə
Transitive and causative verb formation
The general function of the valency increasing operator is increasing argument places, either from one to two, i.e. transitivization (S > A-O), or from two to three, i.e. causation (A-O > A-C-O).
8 With intransitive verbs, the outcome of derivation in -Tə is transitivization, i.e. adding an argument slot for an agent, as e.g. in (23b) which illustrates a controlled event, or in (24b) In complex transitive predicates with a resultative adjunct formed by the converb in -J, as in (25a-c) , the transitivizer appears with the adjunct if the verb is intransitive, as in (25a). If the verb is primarily transitive, as in (25b), no transitive marking applies. However, possibly due to another morphological constraint, with intransitive verbs ending in -tə, or -də, as e.g. păktǝ-'burst' in (25c), also no transitive marking with the help of the operator -Tǝ is observed, even if it might be expected due to the transitivity of the complex predicate. 8 The term causation is reserved here for derivations that involve a causee (C). 9 An attested transitive derivation of păktǝ-'burst', is păktǝ-r-'fire (a gun) ' (KW: 50b With transitive verbs, the operator assumedly also forms causative (curative, factitive) verbs with the three argument places of causer, causee, and patient. The only attested instance in the Kamas corpus, however, is (26b), in which no causee is expressed. One of the functions reported for transitivizers is the applicative function, where a direct object is introduced to an underlying intransitive verb, or in an underlying transitive clause a peripheral argument becomes a direct object (Dixon & Aikhenvald 2000: 13-14; Aikhenvald 2011: 93-97) . In Kamas, there is a construction in which a goal referent is promoted to direct object function, as with 'fire' in (27a) compared to (27b). The operator -Tə is not required in this context, the promoted object in (27b) occurs with the same underived verb heN-'put' as in the underlying construction in (27a). However, the applicative function can be observed in the resultative J-converb adjunct in (28a), and possibly also in the J-converb pardəj 'surrounding' met already in (25a), now functioning as a postposition in (28b) (there is forest around me > I'm surrounded by forest). 
Causative-reflexive and control readings of the transitivizer
In intransitive predicates, where no O referent is available, the valency increaser -Tǝ has readings of reflexive causativity and control; especially in motion predicates. First, consider (29), which can still be understood as a proper instance of causation: the galloping referent is not the girl, but the horse she's riding, i.e. she has her horse galloping.
dem boy-acc see-cvb:ant galopp-tr:caus-cvb come-pst 'After she had discovered the boy, she came galloping. ' (KW: 93 [6.71]) (30c) introduces another instance of the transitivizer with an intransitive movement verb; the underived verb 'glide' functions either in an uncontrolled event as in (30a), or in a controlled one as in (30b). Gliding on skis as in (30c) is also a controlled event, but now the transitive operator shows.
10 The default P of the making-glide event is either the skis the A is standing upon, which yields a reading of a transitive event proper as in (29), or it is the A themselves, an interpretation which yields an implicit reflexive reading of the formation. Where the causative-reflexive reading occurs with verbs which otherwise mean uncontrolled motion events, such as e.g. fall, or sink, a control reading comes about. Reflexive uses of the German causative construction with lassen plus infinitive, e.g. ich lasse mich fallen 'I make myself fall', have the function of expressing untypical control (Koo 1997: 52) . Control is also mentioned as a possible agent-related non-valency-increasing effect of causative morphology by Aikhenvald (2011: 101, 137) . A Kamas case in question is 'disappear', as illustrated in (31a-c).
11 Derived ťür-dǝ-'loose (make disappear)' as in (31b), is the transitive equivalent of ťür-'disappear', as in (31a). In (31c) the transitive formation has again a reflexive reading, and the suffix may be interpreted as a marker of control: the duck controls an event of its own immerging to the degree that it disappears from the sight of the observer. Again, as in (30c), the reflexive component remains completely implicit. It is unclear to what degree control marking in resultative adjuncts formed by the converb in -J, as in (31c) (Radloff 1867: 528, line 935) 3.3. The operator -Tə in combination with the participle in -NTA:
the causee participle
For the intransitivizer -Ō in connection with the participle in -NTA of a transitive verb, it has been stated above in §2.2 that this formation may read as a P-oriented participle. A-orientation, however, was found with the bare participle, as e.g. in (16b), repeated below in (33a). After closer inspection of this example, one may find that it has an instrumental reading, i.e. it is not the stone itself which sharpens, but an A using it to sharpen an object (e.g. a knife). Two more cases are (33b, c). These formations do not differ from instrumental participles of intransitive verbs, as in (33d, e). However, this impression does not hold if one considers more formations of instrumental participles from transitive verbs. Frequently, if not in the majority of cases, the participle formation involves causative marking by -Tǝ, as in (34b) and (35b). Thus, contrasting the use of the two different operators with identical verbs, as in (35a) compared to (35b), one finds the valency decreasing operator marks P-orientation, but the valency increasing operator marks C-orientation. The instrumental reading of the causee-participle in -TənA is less clear where the head noun is animate, as in (36a, b). In these cases, the operator -Tə could also be interpreted as marking A-orientation (the child sucks the breast, the person herds the cattle). However, both cases equally allow for a causee reading too, i.e. a child who is made suck the breast, and a person who is made herd cattle. A further reading of the formation -TənA is the causative-passive reading. It comes about in a causative-permissive context without overt direct object, where in consequence, the action is directed towards the subject: it permits negative actions such as betray, steal, beat happening to themselves (Nedyalkov & Sil'nickiy 1969: 39 ). An attested case in Kamas is (37). The translation points to P-orientation of the participle, and one would rather expect the valency decreaser -Ō instead of the increaser -Tə. Again, Turkic offers similar semantic relationships, e.g. the Tuvan causative formation ölür-t-(from ölür-'kill'), which means either 'make kill' (causative proper), or 'be killed' (causative-passive) (Johanson 1998: 55-56) . (37) mekker-də-ne kuza cheat-tr:caus.pass-ptcp person 'person who gets cheated (who permits to be cheated) ' (KW: 39a) tion in §2.2. For its combination with the (attributive) participle in -NTA, it was discussed in §2.3 whether this combination should be analysed as a complex passive/object suppressive-participle (depending on its O-or A-orientation), however, as there is no obvious grammaticalization, an analysis in terms of an independent valency slot in non-finite forms seems feasible. The grammaticalization of complex participles, however, is certainly an option in this constellation. Finally, the operator was observed as an imperfectivizer of initio-transformative verbs, a function assumed to be non-productive in the examined sources.
The valency increasing operator -Tə was found to derive transitive from intransitive, and causative from transitive verbs in §3.1. It further marks control in causatives formed from intransitive movement predicates, which may then get a reflexive reading ( §3.2). For Kamas and South Siberian Turkic, a parallel pattern of control marking in movement predicates was observed. In formations with the participle in -NTA, the operator -Tə often has C-orientation with readings of causative-instrumental and causative-passive ( §3.3). In addition, the causee-participle was found in a function which corresponds to the so-called characterizing aktionsart in the sister language of Kamas, Selkup. In addition, the formations with the valency increaser are also subject to ambiguity.
The readings encountered are summarized in the following table, with numbers referring to the examples in the text. A question mark preceding an example number means it is ambiguous, and the same number occurs more than once in the Table 1. Further study should investigate the cross-linguistic development in the Southern Siberian area, i.e. discover which of the Sayan Samoyed, Turkic, Mongolic, and Yeniseic languages restructured their valency operator system under the influence of one or several contact languages. For Kamas, it can be stated that its valency decreasing operator and the Turkic passive operator function highly similarly. Moreover, the Kamas morpheme in question, despite its Proto-Uralic origin, seems to be an innovation which has no close parallel in Northern Samoyed or in Selkup. Thus, adjustment to a Turkic pattern can be assumed for Kamas. The valency increasing function is less clear, because Turkic shows a difference between transitive and causative operators that seems to be absent from Kamas. Finally, besides the Turkic-Samoyed interaction, the amount of Yeniseic (more exactly Kott and Arinic) substrate concerning the domain of valency in the languages of the Eastern Sayan at the beginning of the 20 th century has not yet been investigated.
